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Excel Dashboards and Reports for DummiesFor Dummies, 2016

	Make the most of your data using the power of Excel


	When you think of data, do you think of endless rows and columns in spreadsheets? Excel Dashboards and Reports For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you how to make the most of your data—and puts an end to mind-numbing spreadsheets by exploring new ways to...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Business Intelligence SolutionsApress, 2010

	Business Intelligence (BI) software is everywhere. It is the code and tools that allow you to view different components of a business using a single visual platform, making comprehending mountains of data easier. With SharePoint 2010, Microsoft has married one of the most-used team collaboration tools with its business intelligence products,...
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Salesforce Reporting and DashboardsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the art of building successful reports and dashboards with this comprehensive guide


	About This Book

	
		Visualize and create advanced level reports and dashboards using Salesforce.com
	
		Take advantage of creating reports and dashboards in the Salesforce mobile app, updated with Spring...
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TABLEAU FOR BUSINESS USERS: A hands-on approachIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Data-Driven decision making is no longer a "nice to have" in today's context but an absolute must. Unfortunately, most business users don't necessarily have the right tools and the skills to question the data and derive meaningful insights. This is where Tableau, as a data visualization tool, shines and provides an...
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Dynamic SQL: Applications, Performance, and SecurityApress, 2016

	This book is an introduction and deep-dive into the many uses of dynamic SQL in Microsoft SQL Server. Dynamic SQL is key to large-scale searching based upon user-entered criteria. It’s also useful in generating value-lists, in dynamic pivoting of data for business intelligence reporting, and for customizing database objects and querying...
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Microsoft Power BI Quick Start Guide: Build dashboards and visualizations to make your data come to lifePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get actionable insights from your data using the data visualization capabilities of Microsoft Power BI

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with the fundamentals of Microsoft Power BI and its business intelligence capabilities
	
			Build accurate analytical models, reports, and...
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Analytics: The Agile Way (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	For decades now, companies big and small have embraced Agile software development methods. The rationale here is straightforward:
		
			Why take one or two years to fully deploy a system, app, or website when so many things can and do go wrong?
	
			Why try to cook one big batch and boil the ocean?
	...
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Enterprise Dashboards: Design and Best Practices for ITJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Advance praise for Enterprise Dashboards:
"Corporate dashboards are, no doubt, a part of the new business imperative. Not only do organizations need to know about these valuable tools, but it's critical they know how to implement dashboards strategically in their organizations. Enterprise Dashboards offers a timely tutorial for corporate...
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VMware vRealize Operations Performance and Capacity ManagementPackt Publishing, 2014

	A hands-on guide to mastering performance and capacity management in a virtual data center


	About This Book

	
		Understand the drawbacks of traditional paradigm and management that make performance and capacity management difficult in SDDC
	
		Master the counters in vCenter and vRealize Operations...
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Learn Salesforce Lightning: The Visual Guide to the Lightning UIApress, 2017

	
		Refer to this invaluable how-to guide for basic training on Salesforce Lightning. Salespeople and technical users and consultants will no longer have to resort to learning the interface on their own, which is very time consuming.

	
		Learn Salesforce Lightning is a step-by-step visual guide that offers immediate and...
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Oracle BAM 11gR1 HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	An integral component of Oracle SOA and BPM Suite, Oracle BAM Business

	Activity Monitoring (BAM) ultimately empowers business executives to react

	quickly to the changing business situations. BAM enables business service and

	process monitoring through real-time data streaming and operational reports,

	and this book helps you to...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Reporting and Business IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2012

	Everything you need to know to work with reports in Dynamics CRM 2011


	Overview

	
		Create reports with SQL Reporting Services for CRM
	
		Empower your reports with the different Report Wizards and dashboards
	
		Troubleshoot and optimize your reports for better performance

...
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